Microsoft Surface Hub
Power to collaborate
Walk up and work, with the most
revolutionary communication solution
Surface Hub is the powerful team collaboration
solution designed to advance the way people
work together – engage, visualise and empower.

ccsmedia.com

letstalk@ccsmedia.com

01246 200 200

Why CCS Media?
As one of Microsoft’s chosen strategic partners, CCS Media
is the UK’s leading provider of collaborative workspaces,
bringing its unrivalled expertise in AV integration and
collaborative workspaces to ensure customers make the
most out of their Surface Hub deployment.

From design, implementation and support,
CCS Media provides an end-to-end
solution that is aligned to your specific
needs to help your business to unlock
the power of the group.
Surface Hub is the powerful team
collaboration solution designed to
advance the way people work together
to engage, visualise and empower.

Built for Teamwork
With its wide angle high definition
cameras, infrared presence sensors
and high performance microphones
combined with an ultra-responsive,
no lag multitouch HD screen, the
Surface Hub is built for teamwork.
The fully integrated design and choice
of two screen sizes (55”/84”), means
there’s a solution for your needs.
Responsive digital inking helps teams
create ideas, resolve problems and
collaborate in real time with efficiency
only dreamed about previously.
Let’s talk Call 01246 200 200
Find more about Surface Hub and how it
could add value in your meeting rooms.

Benefits

Create and Brainstorm
Share your ideas and bring teams together in a way
that feels completely natural, with technology that
doesn’t intrude, but helps ideas flow.

Engaging and Productive Meetings
Walk up and join a Skype for Business meeting with a
single tap, and share content effortlessly.

Key Features
Whether 84” or 55”, Microsoft Surface Hub offers a
responsive and natural linking experience, advances
touch capabilities, Windows 10 and Microsoft Office,
including Skype for Business and PowerPoint.

Microsoft Office Apps
Compatibility with Microsoft Office apps such
as Word, Excel, and PowerPoint, as well as
OneNote and Skype for Business.
Interactive
Interactive whiteboard with digital
collaboration tools.
Windows 10
A Windows 10 experience tailored for group use,
with ink and touch at its core.
Personal Sharing
The ability to share any Windows application
from personal devices to Surface Hub.

Perfect Technology

Collaboration

Security

Surface Hub is perfect as the central part
of any collaborative communications
solution. Its feature-rich facilities
are also perfect for enhanced video
communications.

The Microsoft Surface Hub is the catalyst
in helping organisations and businesses
revolutionise the meeting experience and
unlock the power of group collaboration
delivering strategic and agile business
solutions.

The Surface Hub has been shown to
help with information security. Meeting
outputs can be saved to all participants at
the swipe of a finger and are erased from
the device once the meeting is over.

Raised levels of engagement mean
important strategies and critical decisions
can be made faster. Join a Skype for
Business meeting with a single tap and
share content effortlessly, spending your
time connecting with people rather than
technology. Send meeting notes and
content to easily communicate outcomes
and action points.

Large-Screen Apps
In addition to the built in team experiences Surface
Hub is customisable with a wide array of universal
apps built for Windows 10, you can also connect apps
from your personal device.

By transforming meeting spaces and
huddle rooms into true, multipurpose
walk-up and work collaboration
environments, organisations can
achieve new levels of efficiency,
creativity, productivity and security.

Modern Workplace
Designed to be easy to deploy and manage remotely,
the Microsoft Surface Hub integrates beautifully into
the modern workplace, enabling productivity
in any space.

Let’s talk Call 01246 200 200
Book a comprehensive Surface Hub demo

Designed for Any Workspace
Available in two models:
• 55” Surface Hub
• 84” Surface Hub
Additional mounting options available:
•
•
•
•
•

55”Rolling Stand
84” Rolling Stand
55” Wall Mount
55” Floor Support Mount
84” Floor Support Mount

Design
Room assessment and
design to optimise
your meeting space
experience.

Security
Security to operate
unescorted in secure and
restricted spaces.

Deployment
Largest installation force
in the UK with over 200
technicians nationwide.

Support
Biggest support service
in the industry to
proactively manage
and support you.

Let’s talk Call 01246 200 200
Contact your Account Manager to find
out more about Microsoft Surface Hub

Let’s talk Call 01246 200 200
Book a comprehensive Surface Hub dem

Technical Specs
Display
55” HD
84”4K

Processor
4th Generation Intel®
Core™ processor family

Sensor
Motion and light

Graphics
55”: Intel HD Graphics 4600
84”: NVIDIA Quadro K2200

Cameras
2 built-in wide-angle
HD cameras

CCS Media Surface Hub Services

Plan Services

Build Services

Manage Services

•	Validate your technical readiness
• Minimise implementation time
• Maximise your investment

•	Build immediate used and
team confidence
•	Support the full potential
of the customer use cases

• Cost efficient
• Global support and delivery
•	Maximises and protects
your investment

Site Survey

Installation

Surface Hub Support

•	Identify requirements & gaps
for the optimum
• Audio/Video environment

• Surface Hub mounting and cabling

• End user support
• Break fix SLA’s
• Remote Management

Network Assessment
•	Network infrastucture check
and recommendation

Implementation & Device Set Up
• Add device to your network
• Add Surface Hub as Room Device
•	Support installation Microsoft
Store apps
• Basic Surface Hub programs

Global Delivery
•	Worldwide delivery and
support services

Skype for Business Services
•	Skype for business health check
and workshop

Adoption

Hosted Pexip

• Training Adoption programs

•	Connect all devices inside
& outside your network

Application Development
•	½ a day Inspiration Session
(Discuss possibilities)
•	3 day Business App Workshop
(Discuss and Co-Create draft)
• App Development

Let’s talk Call 01246 200 200
Find more about Surface Hub and
how it could benefit your team

Meeting rooms
without boundaries

Create &
Brainstorm

Mobile Device
Management

Engaging &
Productive Meetings

Large Screen
Apps

Interactive

Microsoft Office
Apps

Design & Build

FOC Site Visits

FOC Demos
Training

Nationwide
Installation

Anti-Virus

Remote Asset
Management

Patch
Management

Web Filtering

Modern
Workplace

ITIL Service
Management

For further details contact your Account Manager
Let’s talk Call 01246 200 200

Project
Management

